C.A.L.M: Strategies to ffLanage sensory/
processing disorder and children's behayiour
Io Larcom and Robyn Sims
s,si:'i::",- S 'Trs bring a unique perspective to
the topic of behai'io'rz .-. :-J€s resulting from sensory processing
disorder. Jo and Rob.- -2,.'-- acorated in the creation of their
business, Magnetic \'1:,es .',- -' oro\/ides visual charts for children
to develop indepence ^:: - -:-: :es and transitions. They provide
opportunities for parents and teachers to understand sensory
processing challenges through regular workshops and online forums.
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It's Monday morning and the school crowds
are gathering in the undercover area. The
environment is busy, noisy and overwhelming
for seven-year-old Stewart. He stands with his
hands clenched in his pockets to help control
the energy which is building inside him while
he tries to focus on something to block out
all of the noise. The teacher blows a whistle

which resonates uncomfortably through his
body. Children start jostling to find their place
in line and Stewart is squashed between other
children, increasing his sense of discomfort. A
giggle arises from his throat exploding out as
loud, uncontrolled laughter. At this point his
attempts at keeping his hands in his pocket have
been forgotten as he joins in finding his place
in line by pushing the children closest to him
with all his might. While Stewart's behaviour
is escalating, the other children are beginning
to find their individual space and are becoming
calm. This is just the beginning of the day for
Stewart in which the information he receives
through his senses is not always interpreted
accurately and this is reflected in his behaviour.
Stewart is a child with sensory processing
challenges. There are many children like Stewart
in every educational setting.

impact upon behaviour, learning and social
development.
The question then is: How does a teacher, carer
or parent manage, when they are presented
with a child whose challenging behaviour is a
reflection of ineffective or inaccurate sensory
processing?

An easy way to remember strategies to
implement at these times is through the
acronym C.A.L.M
C is

C.A,L.M
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Communication between parents, teacher
and other care givers is essential to ensure
everyone has the same understanding of the
child's needs as well as strategies which can
help the child to settle and focus for optimal
iearning and socialisation.
Communication with the child is important
on many levels.

*

Children with SPD benefit from routines
and may need to be supported though
transitions. Visual cues and social stories
are useful tools.

*

Children need to be taught ways
in which to cope with individual
challenges in sensory processing so they
can ultimately implement strategies

in isolation, however has a high co-morbidity

SPD is a neurological condition in which the

neryous system does not accurately interpret
sensory information. Children may over- or
under-react to sensory stimulus and this can
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Communication with the child and significant
others in their life is an important first step of

Sensory Processing Disorder (SPD) can exist
rate with more frequently recognised diagnoses
including Autism and Attention Deficit Disorder.
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ln practice: Stewart's parents have
provided him with a visual chart to
help with home routines. His teacher
and parents communicate regularly via
email. His mum lets his teachers know
if there have been any chollenges before
school and whot has helped to calm him.
Stewort hands o red card to his teacher
when he is beginning to feel overwhelmed
in the clossroom. This means he can use
the quiet corner or go for o wolk.

u

to meet their sensory needs. Once you

ndersta nd thei r sensory-specific cha len ges
I

then you can put into place activities which
support their particular needs.

ln practice: Stewart seeks input by sucking
on his shirt collar so he weors a chewy
necklace at school. He sits on an air
cushion to decrease his fidgeting and
provide feedback to his muscles.

M is for MOVE
A is for AVOID OR ALTER
Certain environments or situations can
exacerbate challenges presented by SPD. lt is
important to consider if you can avoid or alter:
1.

The physical environment the child is
being placed in - is it noisy, congested,
underwhelming, smelly, bright?

2.

The expectations on the child - do these
match their age and capabilities relating to

their sensory challenges?

ln practice:

Movement is a powerful way to help calm,
organise and regulate the sensory systems.
Different types of movement can help to meet
the needs of the child's sensory system. Activities
which provide pressure through muscles and
joints, such as jumping, pushing and pulling
can help to calm and organise a child so they
are ready to interact and learn. Actions such as
swinging and spinning can calm or alert a child
depending on their sensory needs.
There are many actions and activities which can
be implemented as part of a daily schedule to
help children modulate their behaviours as a
response to sensory input. This is known as a
sensory diet.

Provide o quiet ploce for children to
access during lunchtimes

n P ractice: Stewart's Occupational
Therapist has helped creote a sensory diet
for him. Stewart rides to school and now
aims to arrive just in time for first class.
He helps the teacher to run errands and
I

Arronge for the child to be dropped off
after assembly
Provide mats

to

sit on during assembly

to avaid contoct with the cold cement
Decline ottending a noisy indoor ploy
centre party

the whole class porticipates in yoga breaks
or animalwolks in between qctivities.
After school Stewort spends time on the
tra m poli n e before h o m ewo rk.

for TEARNING THE CHILD'S SENSORY
LANGAUGE
L is

All children are unique in every aspect and SPD
is no different. Some qhildren may over react to
noise and be under responsive to touch while
others may crave noise and avoid touch. Their
sensory preferences may change depending on
any triggers that have been present.

It is important to become aware of what the
child is seeking through their actions. This
can allow you to choose a more appropriate

Remembering the steps within the acronym
C.A.L.M can assist at times when challenging
behaviours or difficulties with learning and
socialisation are a result of sensory processing
difficulties.
Ultimately, the most important thing a teacher
or parent can do for a child with SPD is to
remain calm themselves and support the child.

More information about SPD can be found at:
www.spdaustralia.com.au
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